
MARCH 2-9, 2014 is SLEEP AWARENESS WEEK
Check out  www.sleepfoundation.org

What Not To Have Before Bed
· Caffeine.  People with troubled sleep should avoid caffeinated drinks 

and foods — coffee, tea, many soft drinks, and chocolate — several 
hours before bed. Caffeine is a natural chemical that activates the 
central nervous system, which means that it revs up nerves and thought 
processes.

· Alcohol. It’s true that a drink (or two) can make you sleepy and may 
help you get to sleep. But after a few hours, alcohol can cause frequent 
awakenings and lighter, less restful sleep.  If you have insomnia, try 
omitting alcohol for a few weeks to see if your sleep problem resolves.

· Large Meals. Eating a huge dinner, or even a large before-bedtime 
snack, may make you feel drowsy, but the sleep won’t necessarily take. 
When you lie down and try to sleep, there’s a good chance you’ll feel 
uncomfortably full, which can keep you awake. Even worse, you may 
develop heartburn or gas, which will only increase your discomfort. Eat 
a dinner that has no more than 600 calories (and optimally at least three 
hours before bed).

· Liquids. Avoid drinking water or any fluids within 90 minutes of 
bedtime. It takes that long for your body to process liquid of any type. 
If you must have something to drink, for example, to take a prescribed 
medication, take a few small sips. If the medication requires a full glass of 
water, take it earlier in the evening if possible. 

www.joybauer.com/insomnia/how-food-affects-sleep.aspx
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To promote restful sleep, try the following routine:
• Eat a relatively light dinner.
• Take a leisurely stroll after dinner.
• To the extent possible, minimize exciting, aggravating, or mentally 

intensive activities after 8:30 P.M.
• About an hour before bedtime, run a hot bath into which you place a 

few drops of Relaxing Abhy Oil.
• Diffuse relaxing aromas in your bedroom.
• As your bath is running, perform a slow self-administered oil massage 

and then soak in the warm tub for ten to fifteen minutes.
• While soaking, have the lights low or burn a candle, and listen to 

soothing music
• After your bath, drink a cup of warm relaxing herbal tea.
• If your mind is very active, journal for a few minutes before bed, 

“downloading” some of your thoughts and concerns so you don’t 
need to ruminate about them when you shut your eyes.

• Read inspirational or spiritual literature for a few minutes before bed. 
Avoid dramatic novels or distressing reading material.

• Do not watch television or do any work in bed.
• Once in bed, close your eyes and simply “feel your body” – this means 

focus on your body and wherever you notice tension, consciously 
relax that area.

Then, simply watch your slow easy breathing until you fall asleep. www.
chopra.com/community/online-library/tips/how-to-get-restful-
sleep

What Happens When You Don’t Get Enough Sleep?
As you might suspect, those who don’t get enough shut-eye say they are 
too tired to work efficiently, exercise or eat healthy. More than half of 
adults also say they have driven drowsy in the past year, which could 
be deadly.
Lack of sleep also impacts your body directly, and research shows it can 
influence:
• The state of your immune system
• Tumor growth
• Hormone production

Sleep tips: 7 steps to better sleep
You’re not doomed to toss and turn every night. Consider simple tips for 
better sleep, from setting a sleep schedule to including physical activity 
in your daily routine.
By Mayo Clinic staff 
Feeling crabby lately? Or simply worn out? Perhaps the solution is better 
sleep.  Think about all the factors that can interfere with a good night’s 
sleep — from pressure at work and family responsibilities to unexpected 
challenges, such as layoffs, relationship issues or illnesses. It’s no wonder 
that quality sleep is sometimes elusive.  Although you might not be able 
to control all of the factors that interfere with your sleep, you can adopt 
habits that encourage better sleep. Start with these simple sleep tips. 

No. 1: Stick to a sleep schedule
No. 2: Pay attention to what you eat and drink
No. 3: Create a bedtime ritual
No. 4: Get comfortable
No. 5: Limit daytime naps
No. 6: Include physical activity in your daily routine
No. 7: Manage stress

Know when to contact your doctor.
www.mayoclinic.com/health/sleep/HQ01387

Canadian Tiredness Test
Did you have a bad night’s sleep last night? Are you feeling tired and not 
at your best? Take The Canadian Tiredness Test to find out just how alert 
you are! – Go to www.painfreesleep.ca/tiredness-test to take the test.

Acrostic Sleep Tips ~
S – SIDE sleeping is best
L – LOW-WATTAGE bulbs in your bedside lamps instead of bright ones
E – EAT your last meal at least 2-3 hours before bedtime
E – EXERCISE regularly to help you sleep more deeply
P – PILLOWS should be replaced every 12-18 months

Getting a good night’s sleep can depend on the kind of pillow 
you buy.
To the untrained eye, all pillows pretty much look alike -- but if you peek 
underneath the covers you’ll find a bewildering array of fillings.
Experts say comfort is your primary consideration, but it shouldn’t be 
the only factor to consider when buying pillows. You also have to think 
about neck support (most pillow types fall short in this department), 
potential allergens and long-term durability. Often, the most expensive 
pillows aren’t the ones that give you the best night’s sleep.
Although all pillow types have their pluses and minuses, experts 
especially like latex and buckwheat pillows, which are firm, durable, 
adjustable and able to spring back to their original shape. Depending 
on your needs, you may also want to consider memory foam or natural 
fabric (cotton, wool or silk) pillows. See www.consumersearch.com/
pillows for the pros and cons of many pillow types.

• Weight gain
• Memory

SLEEP APP
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/sleep-time-alarm...sleep/
id555564825?...


